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About me

Former high-tech serial entrepreneur. 

Featured on 60 Minutes

“Misinformation superspreader”
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https://www.cbsnews.com/video/fluvoxamine-antidepressant-drug-covid-treatment-60-minutes-2021-03-07/
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(Complete list of all vaccines you should take)
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OR



ZERO vaccines → 
way better health 
outcomes

P.S. That 2015 movie isn’t available in the US 
via Amazon, but you can watch it on Rumble.
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https://rumble.com/v2mjolc-we-dont-vaccinate-the-myths-and-reality-of-the-vaccination-campaigns-docume.html
https://www.amazon.com/We-dont-vaccinate-Michael-Leitner/dp/B01K2ZF1YC


What THEY don’t want you to know
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Large pediatric practices in US

>25 years: 0 autism, ADHD, … Kids never get sick
Secret: Avoid all vaccines, Tylenol, …
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https://twitter.com/stkirsch/status/1666409399345356800?s=20
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https://nationalvanguard.org/2020/12/ten-year-study-unvaccinated-children-far-healthier-than-their-vaccinated-peers/
https://nationalvanguard.org/2020/12/ten-year-study-unvaccinated-children-far-healthier-than-their-vaccinated-peers/
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Guess who got the diseases the vaccines 
“prevent”? The vaccinated!

https://nationalvanguard.org/2020/12/ten-year-study-unvaccinated-children-far-healthier-than-their-vaccinated-peers/


Avoid all shots 
including
all maternal vaccines 
and 
“Vitamin K” shot!
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https://stevekirsch.substack.com/i/124853131/the-vitamin-k-shot-should-always-be-refused


The effect is cumulative
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https://stevekirsch.substack.com/i/124853131/the-results-graphically


Vaccines elevate 
your risk of chronic 
diseases
(compared to 
unvaccinated)
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https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/the-data-is-clear-the-more-vaccines


Control 
Group pilot 
study key 
results
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https://www.thecontrolgroup.org/gallery


Vaccinated → 
more health 
problems
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https://lifeboat.com/blog/2016/06/the-top-ten-reasons-i-believe-vaccine-safety-is-an-epic-mass-delusion


Number of 
vaxxed vs. fully 
unvaxxed studies 
showing the 
opposite result
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0



The pro-vaxxers HATE that slide
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https://twitter.com/stkirsch/status/1666343785171927041?s=20


No vaccine has ever been shown to be 
safe and effective in post-marketing 
data analysis
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This is the UK post-marking mortality analysis. It’s the right approach, but the underlying data is badly flawed (look at the 
ASM for the unvaccinated!). They refuse to make the record-level data publicly available. What are they trying to hide?

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/deaths/datasets/deathsbyvaccinationstatusengland
https://www.normanfenton.com/post/the-ons-data-on-vaccine-mortality-is-not-fit-for-purpose


None of the vaccines 
in use in the US were 
ever tested against a 
saline placebo. 
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No data transparency 
of public health data

Nobody will release 
the record-level data.
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The CDC cannot do 
post-marketing 
analysis because 
they don’t have the 
vaccine 
record-level data 
either!
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Why vaccines seem 
to “work” so well
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https://vaccinationdilemma.com/historical-death-rates-diseases-vaccination-html/
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Amish didn’t follow any 
CDC advice

● 90X lower COVID death 
rate than US average

● No autism

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/breaking-the-us-covid-mitigation


More doses → More infections
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Cleveland Clinic 
retrospective study of 
51,000 employees and 
COVID vaccines

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/very-large-cleveland-clinic-study
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/very-large-cleveland-clinic-study


Natural immunity works!
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The same Cleveland Clinic 
study also showed that 
natural infection does 
protect you (exactly as 
expected).

Natural infection → good
COVID vaccination → bad 

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/very-large-cleveland-clinic-study
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/very-large-cleveland-clinic-study


Autism
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Within 20 years, half 
the kids in America 
could be autistic
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https://www.ncsautism.org/blog/2019/2/7/8l520tpkv57t9pv5hwuyxo60w4g61q


22% of 
households with 
kids have at least 
one autistic child 
according to this 
survey
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https://twitter.com/stkirsch/status/1659039007697674246?s=20
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Simpsonwood

“It just won’t go away”
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https://childrenshealthdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/2.7-Verstraeten-Email.pdf


Even after they said 
thimerosal was removed, 
it wasn’t. 
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CDC ordered 
William 
Thompson to 
destroy all data 
linking vaccines 
and autism

That’s how 
“science” works.
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The full story
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Fraudulent Denmark 
studies using 
unreliable data 
designed not to find 
a signal
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https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejmoa021134
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https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/how-can-i-be-so-sure-that-vaccines


OR is 169 (95% CI 10.4 - 2747) p=.0003
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If that’s not causality, I don’t know what is. How else do you explain 
it? Raw odds for <30 day before/after=0:66

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/how-can-i-be-so-sure-that-vaccines
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/how-can-i-be-so-sure-that-vaccines
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https://twitter.com/PhilipRafferty5/status/1666421998065692672?s=20


“We all know vaccines 
cause autism.

We just aren’t allowed 
to talk about it.”

– One of the world’s top autism 
researchers
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What you hear 
when you 
confront them 
with the data
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Lack of data transparency
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Medicare data 
shows the COVID 
vaccine 
increases risk of 
death.

This data is 
unavailable to the 
public.
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“The slope goes the wrong 
way”

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/the-medicare-records-clearly-show
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/game-over-medicare-data-shows-the


UK: # unable 
to work (2M 
baseline)

Why did this 
skyrocket after 
the COVID 
vaccines were 
released if 
vaccines work?
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“The slope goes the wrong 
way”

Note that the baseline of 2M people is set at 0 for 2019

Vaccines
released

https://www.ons.gov.uk/employmentandlabourmarket/peoplenotinwork/economicinactivity/articles/halfamillionmorepeopleareoutofthelabourforcebecauseoflongtermsickness/2022-11-10


They won’t let us 
search the VSD, 
Medicare?

Do you think they might be 
hiding something?
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The CDC violates federal law by 
refusing to do safety studies every 
2 years
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They’ve been avoiding this for 

>30 years
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https://nationalvanguard.org/2020/12/ten-year-study-unvaccinated-children-far-healthier-than-their-vaccinated-peers/


So Congress introduced 
a bill to force them to do 
it in 2009.

It never made it out of 
committee
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https://stevekirsch.substack.com/i/124853131/members-of-congress-tried-to-get-a-bill-to-force-the-nih-to-do-just-one-study-the-bill-was-immediately-killed-in-committee


Congressman Bill Posey 
couldn’t get Congress to 
have CDC scientist 
William Thompson 
testify on who told him 
to destroy the 
documents linking 
vaccines and autism
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https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4554834/user-clip-rep-bill-posey-cdc-whistleblower


Not a single state will 
voluntarily release the 
record-level data 
needed to determine 
safety and efficacy.
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“The slope goes the wrong 
way”



Censorship
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Why does the White House now 
have a censorship list?

And how come I’m not on it?!?!*

Why do they need to have 
high-tech companies censor 
doctors for them?

* This proves that they can’t get the science or their censorship list right!
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If they really wanted to stop 
misinformation, they would 
debate us.

Instead, they all duck and run 
for cover.
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“Dr. Lee,

Do you want to see the Israeli 
MOH safety study data?”
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ACIP Chair Stanford Professor Grace Lee
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It seems you called the 
cops on me.

OK, I’ll take that as a 
“NO.”



Former Dean 
Harvard 
Medical School
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Summary
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None of the COVID 
mitigations was needed
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They all made things worse
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No vaccine was ever 
needed. They make things 
worse.
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Anyone not publicly calling 
for data transparency 
is not your friend
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FDA head Robert 
Califf has said 
“misinformation 
is the leading 
cause of death.”
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There is an easy way 
to fix this problem
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Nobody could name a single study 
proving that ANY vaccine given 
today in the US is safe, i.e., it kills 
fewer than 1 person per 1 million 
doses.

In other words, it’s all based on 
beliefs, not data. 

And they didn’t even know there was 
no study until I pointed out that the 
“Emperor has no clothes.”

They all assumed there was data. 
They were all wrong.
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https://www.skepticalraptor.com/skepticalraptorblog.php/steve-kirsch-makes-false-claims-about-vaccine-law-and-risks/


Once you are willing to 
question your beliefs, 
everything makes sense
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Appendix

70
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Videos

1. PA State Senate testimony: See this tweet (over 1.6M views)
2. Paul Thomas discusses his 10-year, 3,000 patient study of vaxxed vs. 

unvaxxed on The Highwire
3. Vaxxed
4. Shots: Eugenics to Plandemics especially at 1:16:00 which points out that the 

polio vaccine crippled 491,000 children in India thanks to the Gates 
Foundation.

5. We don’t vaccinate movie (2015): This movie is excellent
6. Episode 2: “It's Just A Vitamin” (Vitamin k): Short video on the “vitamin K” 

shot

If you have an open mind, watching all the videos on this page alone will result in 
you becoming a dreaded “anti-vaxxer.”

https://twitter.com/VigilantFox/status/1667348265820454912?s=20
https://rumble.com/v10m6zb-peer-reviewed-ten-year-study-are-vaccinated-kids-healthier-than-the-unvacci.html
https://rumble.com/v10m6zb-peer-reviewed-ten-year-study-are-vaccinated-kids-healthier-than-the-unvacci.html
https://rumble.com/v1x0jwa-vaxxed-the-movie.html
https://tubitv.com/movies/672129/shots-eugenics-to-pandemics
https://rumble.com/v2mjolc-we-dont-vaccinate-the-myths-and-reality-of-the-vaccination-campaigns-docume.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9Kv1YwOsOk
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Evidence that the COVID vaccines killed more people than 
they saved (a short list)

1. The Medicare data slope goes the wrong way
2. The unvaccinated Amish died at 90X lower rate than the US
3. The Devil’s advocate analysis has never been attacked. What is wrong?
4. Nobody can find the name of a single nursing home in the US where the 

death rates significantly dropped after the COVID vaccines rolled out. If the 
vaccine really worked, they should be EASY to find.

5. The rate of young people dying in hospitals from unknown causes increased 
AFTER the vaccines rolled out. Wasn’t it supposed to go DOWN???

6. Nobody can explain why there were so many VAERS death reports all of a 
sudden starting in 2021. It wasn’t over-reporting of “background deaths” 
because, as we all know, the “cause of death mix” isn’t consistent with 
“background death” causes. So these were NOT background deaths. If it 
wasn’t the vaccine, what caused these deaths?

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/game-over-medicare-data-shows-the
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/breaking-the-us-covid-mitigation
https://wherearethenumbers.substack.com/p/the-devils-advocate-an-exploratory
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Evidence that the COVID vaccines killed more people than 
they saved (page 2)

1. See this tweet of the Alberta data that was posted, then deleted. It’s 
supposed to be a flat line; the shots aren’t supposed to change the rate of 
deaths which should be a flat line (or a straight line)

https://twitter.com/Benjam1nLane/status/1667731731313758210?s=20
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Vitamin K shot

1. This tweet describes the dangers of benzyl alcohol and polysorbate 80. 
2. Safer alternatives to the injection include:

a. Vitamin K drops 
b. Supplementing with baby formula. “There are virtually no reports of 

VKDB occurring in infants who are formula fed”

https://twitter.com/suminator/status/1667475766886400000?s=20
https://twitter.com/tweetmeister69/status/1667494073567965187?s=20
https://evidencebasedbirth.com/evidence-for-the-vitamin-k-shot-in-newborns/
https://evidencebasedbirth.com/evidence-for-the-vitamin-k-shot-in-newborns/
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Notes

1. There are no post-marketing studies showing any vaccine is safe where 
“safe” is the Paul Offit definition of killing fewer than 1 per M doses. See my 
article “Is it safe?” for details.

2. Generation Rescue study: Large study done by a third party polling firm, 
confirms the peer reviewed papers: unvaxxed have better health outcomes.

3. Some people claim, without evidence, that the unvaccinated are all dead and 
regretted their decision right before they died. But the people who claim that 
will never show me a study of the average age of death of the fully unvaxxed 
vs. fully vaxxed. In fact, the average age of death of fully unvaccinated Amish 
is in their mid 80’s. For Americans, it’s 77. That’s very problematic for them.

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/is-it-safe
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/is-it-safe
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/i/124853131/the-generation-rescue-survey
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A simple way to prove I’m wrong on vaccines causing autism

If you think vaccines don’t cause autism, simply do the following:

1. Tell me what your “more likely” hypothesis is that is a BETTER fit to ALL the 
data.

2. Answer all the questions I had on the Madsen study that Professor Hviid 
declined to answer.

3. Show the before:after stats. Only two phone calls are needed if your 
hypothesis is correct. See this article for details on the stats.

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/key-paper-showing-no-link-between
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/how-can-i-be-so-sure-that-vaccines
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List of key papers and studies

1. Control Group pilot study description
2. Control Group Data plots from the pilot study
3. Control Group source data: file1 file2
4. Control Group study: Garner paper. Note that Figure 2 was used in the 

“Control Group pilot study key results” slide
5. Mawson paper: Vaxxed vs. unvaxxed 
6. Hooker paper: Vaxxed vs. unvaxxed
7. Lyons-Weiler article and paper: vaxxed vs. unvaxxed
8. Cleveland Clinic study: paper showing more vaccines → more likely infected
9. Excellent article about the Paul Thomas 10-year study

10. Dr. Peter McCullough’s thoughts on why “going natural” is so popular now.
11. Turtles All The Way Down: Shows that there are no safe vaccines.

Note: The term “Paper” here means “paper published in peer-reviewed medical 
journal AND that is not retracted”

https://cdn.website-editor.net/s/fbd2f2a8b1b04bdba97a21e6e5d356aa/files/uploaded/Control%2520Group%2520-FULL-report-updated.pdf?Expires=1687860745&Signature=Svdmx6wpvmgesyHOJQlmNQ9SSQkyzckPntXEo0H9-WGx-MoDlk974g8bq4CmTULh1ElHVbX5ZzCdmfrt2m3YzcmasAZPfJaXGCQBaifK6StNuMC-sVMTkFAI7O8k-mvMI~aE1E5owIrdvHKLFYIH0kHAEYVA-QGD2td2VNwTiEQDox3LSJbdBHQ8Y773PS7omQff2xT9U4XvfenYWrMIOpqjX1Q6LdOt5PlrR4b7-R2oEQRhybpBW4opOtBV9bqbUpTR56g5luSK5MMwajG3fNetU4SXU2-YK5bli4Sa97DEx6WWH8IYc0NWF8UeeuoLNTHa1RUCGBDKh4VzSewKDw__&Key-Pair-Id=K2NXBXLF010TJW
https://cdn.website-editor.net/s/fbd2f2a8b1b04bdba97a21e6e5d356aa/files/uploaded/Pilot%2520Survey%2520Data%2520Graphs%2520--%2520October%25202020%2520%25283%2529.pdf?Expires=1687860745&Signature=q3~mf9v3HOmRzP2g1xO9KFK9uxaEMza~WbUGlgGeuL9vlS0AZQ6BMpatITTP674Y25vA6O3llRmlLFg3mxM9XBkkp2Uyiz2Pu0qZkJpoHDVijUmde2I3ZIxc~s3qqk5NGhnjZpxggdH0gZrTgey09zJXYVB8g6X~seK1vWUodb0t3W6EHE4SzMnzsoQH9cuWgGO-E2MBIb-1g5QtrlNeRD6~zlE29N0jhoUFNh1mQV3KNtmpf2zJu2uDM7pXavSTHUbDFyGl~OTTd08qEcQHj1Qsy1PSSmdpvE9WcmX6jitoP9bvFZifecobjeY1HE-Svs6avZmeyGZDDrXZtPI1iw__&Key-Pair-Id=K2NXBXLF010TJW
https://cdn.website-editor.net/s/fbd2f2a8b1b04bdba97a21e6e5d356aa/files/uploaded/STUDY%2520DATA%25201.pdf?Expires=1687860745&Signature=X9QfSEvT~hjzEhDQDHf9WSr5NkVFBJe6pzIWlTfgqxoih66~0d7u-Nj-BhLCC1nX3dhnldVVUeixYG0xIZ9Lm4-LGUTE6qWJanGASH-UOtTqYgPjz9XIOBYDyC7cBpNszwVZmAMcO9hYSF5ByZeRKB-2lqA1wr6Weg8oxpYUtBcvb4kXmaKQ-rRYG44EbHZQUqXbJRJnnBlzxFXHvWsWincwZWhmfGjmFSnI-woWm1K8IQpjdr~-hQnbMo9S6qW0TFKJ2VqhFZ3YUh3S1i~G3Sq7yfY88rLyay41QiDlmxAzkxAIxvWxD9yru6MmG2NY8ZQHfuQIWk7UvsWx0YJpHQ__&Key-Pair-Id=K2NXBXLF010TJW
https://cdn.website-editor.net/s/fbd2f2a8b1b04bdba97a21e6e5d356aa/files/uploaded/STUDY%2520DATA%25202.pdf?Expires=1687860745&Signature=kTZmCxO0RPUCBeKZDbAEDW6VRlOK2MC67g2aEoP8JYTWng9PyvFW8~GMVOE80AZrySOFXK-tt7F22yZIAlp4kYtpwz3cO~sXfJ55lEr8ockBs~PvdyZ13gQ8O915O9OCZO9XsFU6ZmByMX4h2I4UECmRIyfw51sGYKZo-KDB6M92kicXuwzSiHn2vbDkjVOXo589JVcoFIPm3uj6N49TEKWEGtRVVv6oNb1h6X3F-6YzGoxqqAgAlRmk2cSKyA8O1wlaOlPPqcf6xlRiqI6VCjapxBuGpzT2rKu0pU2tfBO7v85ACLL~-KsKcw8d0Wuo-h4z9n-dUe8sJw9tC8abgw__&Key-Pair-Id=K2NXBXLF010TJW
https://ijvtpr.com/index.php/IJVTPR/article/view/40
https://www.oatext.com/pdf/JTS-3-186.pdf
https://oatext.com/pdf/JTS-7-459.pdf
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/study-unvaccinated-healthier-vaccinated-kids/
https://ijvtpr.com/index.php/IJVTPR/article/view/59
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/very-large-cleveland-clinic-study
https://academic.oup.com/ofid/article/10/6/ofad209/7131292?login=false
https://nationalvanguard.org/2020/12/ten-year-study-unvaccinated-children-far-healthier-than-their-vaccinated-peers/
https://twitter.com/P_McCulloughMD/status/1667517507274522624?s=20
https://www.amazon.com/Turtles-All-Way-Down-Vaccine/dp/9655981045/ref=sr_1_1

